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Abstract. The recent efforts to define a basis for radioprotection of the environment include some concepts and 
ideas related to various endpoints which need a clarification. This paper focuses on the biodiversity concept and the 
context of individuals of a species as well as that of the species as a gene pool. A major problem with the ambition 
to radioprotect biodiversity is the concept “reference organism” which has no genetic properties and therefore is in 
contradiction with a real biological species. Biodiversity and the species (gene pool) concept are, just as any other 
areas of biology, integral parts of evolutionary theory. With the reference organism as a basis no meaningful 
reasoning can take place which relates data on radioactivity levels or mutations to potential effects on populations or 
biodiversity. It is therefore suggested that the national and international bodies involved in radioprotection of the 
environment take advantage of evolutionary theory as a reference frame. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The recent efforts to define a basis for radioprotection of the environment (Pentreath [1] and others) 
include some concepts related to endpoints which need a clarification. One such concept is biodiversity 
which has been mentioned in a number of publications and during presentations at related meetings1. 
Thusfar a number of statements have been made with regard to the endpoints to consider one of which is 
about biodiversity. As an example the Swedish environmental goals now include a key statement about 
protection of humans and biodiversity against harmful effects of radiation. What has been lacking so far, 
however, is an analysis of what can be meant by radioprotection of biodiversity which in turn is about 
dynamics of genetic diversity. It must then be recognized that neither ICRP’s Reference Man [2] nor 
Reference Animals and Plants have genetic properties. These reference concepts are essentially 
equivalent to the typological species (E. Mayr many other publications including [3-6] – first clearly 
separated from the population concept for the species in 1955). The reference individual is based on an 
average of physical and biological properties as opposed to a real species2 where the variation in these 
properties is central. Typological considerations usually result in conclusions which are contradictory to 
evolutionary biology: “Species and populations are not types, they are not defined classes, but rather are 
biopopulations composed of genetically unique individuals” [5]. The argument between creationists and 
evolutionists is an example of such a conflict. The typological concept (“reference organism”) may, 
however, be useful if it is limited to interpretations relating to absorption of radiation energy and no 
reference is made to any particular species with its inherent biodiversity. 
 
It is therefore of relevance that the International Commission of Radiological Protection recognizes that 
biodiversity can be interpreted as either genetic diversity, species diversity or ecosystem diversity [7]. 
This definition of the term biodiversity is quite clear but in order to interpret any potential effects on 
various levels of biodiversity it also necessary to consider the most important factors (variation and 
selection) governing biodiversity changes over time. 
                                                           
* Presenting author, E-mail: bjorn_cedervall@yahoo.com 
1 Radioprotection of biodiversity as it is treated in this paper is only about stochastic effects. 
2 Throughout this paper the species concept should be, unless otherwise indicated, interpreted as that of sexually 
   reproducing organisms. 
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The concepts of evolution and species unify all areas of biology and the corresponding mechanisms are 
highly relevant to the understanding of biodiversity as they describe the interaction between the living 
world (biota) and non-living matter (abiota). It is therefore surprising that topics related to the dynamics 
of evolution such as speciation, taxonomy, phylogenetics, mutation rates, mutational or genetic load, 
changes in allele frequencies, and in particular, that ecological and population genetics hardly have been 
mentioned in the work with radioprotection of the environment. Without a consideration of these areas of 
biology no scientifically based statement can be made which puts data on mutations, losses of individuals, 
the success or failure of reproduction into a meaningful context. Evolutionary theory brings together all 
other areas of biology such as paleontology, anatomy, cell biology, histology, embryology, biochemistry, 
physiology, and ecology and furthermore it is also consistent with the principles of chemistry and 
physics. 
 
A valuable feature with evolutionary theory is that issues relating to philosophy of protection, endpoints, 
protection of individuals vs. protection of populations, modes of reproduction, death rates, stochastic vs. 
deterministic effects, reference organisms and radiation quality factors, all become structured in a logical 
way which is relatively easy to understand and communicate. 
 
With the new recommendations ICRP ([8] section 3.2) with Mendelian inheritance as a background, only 
recognizes the first few generations as it discusses genetic effects. This is unfortunate as such a simplified 
approach makes any harmonization between radioprotection of humans and of non-humans (biodiversity) 
impossible. The Mendelian approach, with its focus on single genes, is relevant to consideration of 
genetic risks to individuals in a classical pedigree3, but insufficient for the analysis of populations which 
is about alleles tested in different genetic and environmental contexts. The dynamics of mutant genes in 
populations is mentioned by ICRP [8, Annex A, p.218] but there is no comment to the problem of having 
reference organisms which by definition are “typical” and lack genetic dynamics. 
 
As it now stands the idea of something like a “reference organism” is in contradiction with concepts 
related to the species as a dynamic gene pool as they were developed about 50 years ago - for an 
overview see [3-4, 9]. The limitation of the typological or genetically non-dimensional species (a 
standardized organism) for understanding mechanisms related to genetic variation and natural selection is 
as fundamental as the basis for the conflict between creation and evolutionary theory.  
 
A major weakness of the non-dimensional species is that it is strictly limited to the local situations 
without time dependent dynamics. There is no simple way to circumvent this problem. The genetic 
context of the reference organism should therefore be dealt with in an evolutionary framework. The 
reference organism must thus include components of genetic variation – among sexually reproducing 
organisms every individual represents a small chance combination: It is useful to think in terms of “one in 
a billion or less per generation” –the degree of heterozygosity and polymorphism in nature is enormous. 
For an appropriate perspective, the evolutionary context furthermore means that ancestral aspects relating 
to systematics, as well as tempo and mode in evolution [10 and references therein] deserve attention. 
 
What follows below are some comments to fundamental differences between biology and the sciences of 
chemistry and physics, the development of evolutionary genetics over the past 150 years, the species 
concept, biodiversity as well as some features and phenomena of relevance to population dynamics and to 
what extent these appear in the world of radioprotection. 
 
A major purpose of this paper is thus to more formally communicate features of evolutionary biology that 
relate to the subject of radioprotection of populations and biodiversity and in particular the context of 
interpretation of data on radioactivity or mutations. The aim of the references given is to provide some 
starting point as hardly any of the corresponding science has been mentioned earlier by those involved in 
various national or international groups working on the radioprotection of the environment.  
 

                                                           
3 A diagram showing the ancestral tree of previous generations. 
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2. Features which Demarcate Biology from the Sciences of Chemistry and Physics 
 
Ernst Mayr (1904-2004) devoted important parts of his two last books to philosophical aspects of biology 
and other sciences including chemistry and physics [5-6]. There are many interesting points in these 
books –some of which have relevance to “radioprotection of biodiversity”. Mayr recognized that the 
physical sciences largely have been driven by laws and theories as opposed to biology which is more 
about phenomena and concepts such as adaption, competition, selection and reproductive success. The 
better a law or a theory is, the more it allows for logically predictable outcomes. This is a striking 
difference between the theories of physics and the phenomena in biology: The laws of physics are 
insufficient to explain phenomena such as genetic diversity. 
 
The two major and interlinked statistical phenomena that make biology different from physics and 
chemistry are variation (statistical reassortment of chromosomes with each generation, mutations and 
other events) and statistical selection (against the least fit – not selection for anything). As both variation 
and selection are statistical phenomena predictions for populations and biodiversity become impossible. 
The variation is also why Popper´s falsification principle usually cannot be applied in evolutionary 
biology (all variations can be interpreted as exceptions). Furthermore it should be recognized that 
biological systems are open systems and therefore the principles of entropy are not applicable [5]. 
Consequently, it is for example impossible to simulate genetic population dynamics in a laboratory 
environment as that would restrict the redistribution of alleles that otherwise would occur with all 
members of the species being involved. 
 
3. A Brief Summary of Evolutionary Genetics over the Past 150 Years 
 
The works by Darwin in 1859 [11], and Gregor Mendel in 1866 [12] (whose work was rediscovered in 
1900 by others) were followed by the independently formulated law which describes the relation between 
genotype and phenotype frequencies under the assumption of equilibrium conditions with no new 
mutations and no change in selection pressures (G.H. Hardy and W. Weinberg in 1908). Important for the 
context was also the work by T.H. Morgan who, using Drosophila melanogaster as a model organism, 
concluded that genes are linearly arranged on chromosomes. This basis was further elaborated by the 
mathematically oriented geneticists R.A. Fischer, J.B.S. Haldane and S. Wright from around 1920 and 
onwards who developed concepts such as random drift (of alleles), founder effect (increased diversity and 
speciation in a new environment), and adaptive (genetic) landscapes. These concepts were later pursued 
by laboratory investigations and observations from nature by botanist G. Stebbins [13], zoologist E. Mayr 
[3-6], paleontologist G.G. Simpson [10], geneticist T.D. Dobzhansky [9, 14-15] and others. The result 
was a new synthetic evolutionary theory – often just referred to as the modern synthesis or evolutionary 
synthesis. 
 
Simpson used fossil records as argument for Darwin’s theory that natural selection upon variation among 
species is what drives evolution. Mayr made important contributions to the concept and definition of 
species and many related topics (almost 80 productive years!4) whereas Dobzhansky, working with fruit 
flies, bridged mathematical theory and biology. One of Simpson’s important contributions was that 
evolutionary patterns repeat themselves regardless of space, time or taxonomic context – observations 
that could not have been made with laboratory experiments. Stebbins studied among other phenomena the 
occurrence of polyploidy and its evolutionary significance. For the context here it should be noted that 
about 40 % of all vascular plants are polyploid5 and that the frequency of polyploidy species increases 
with latitude. Polyploidy is also strikingly abundant among ferns and horsetails. The high polyploidy 
numbers in these taxa represent today’s version of species that were diploid long ago. The arisal of 
polyploidy from diploid or other lower ploidity ancestors results in immediate speciation as it creates 
hybridization barriers. For some genera the interrelated polyploids may result in very complex groups 
such as the brome grasses Bromus sp.. Polyploidy allows for a higher degree of heterozygosity as 
compared to its diploid past thereby lowering the selection pressure that a balanced polymorphism 
situation often constitutes. With few exceptions polyploidy does not occur among animals. 
 
                                                           
4 Mayr clearly grasped the essence of the early mathematicians of genetics and, to the knowledge of the author, never 
   used any equations to describe important statistical phenomena in biology. 
5 Radioresistance increases with ploidity as was probably first shown by Latarjet, Ephrussi and Tobias [16-17]. 
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The just mentioned major architects of the modern synthesis were as concerned by the overall character 
of evolution (variation, speciation, natural selection, pace and other aspects) as by the origins of their 
respective areas of expertise. Later other valuable contributions have added to the understanding of the 
modern synthesis including works by J. Crow [18-19], M. Kimura [20-22], P. Keightley [23-24] and 
others. A more recent historical review has been made by F.J. Ayala and W.M. Fitch [25]. 
 
4. What Drives Evolution? 
 
Evolution can be seen from many aspects. One definition has been “a change in the genetic composition 
of populations“ [14]. Evolutionary theory is also the basis for understanding the dynamic interaction 
between the biotic and the abiotic world. 
 
Evolution is driven by the generation of mutations and natural selection. Essentially mutant alleles are 
tested with their genetic environment (all other alleles) and are then in their composite form subject to 
natural selection. Many mutant alleles are only slightly deleterious, “neutral”6 or beneficial (=necessary 
for sustainability and maintenance of biodiversity) with a skewed distribution towards “worse”. For 
sexually reproducing organisms one must in addition include redistribution of the genetic material (the 
gambling machinery: assortment of chromosomes and crossing-over). 
 
There are thus two distinct parts of the evolutionary process: First, genetic variation within a population is 
created by mutations and other events on a DNA level, and second this genetically diverse population 
becomes subject to a selection pressure. Muller in 1947 [26] characterized the two parts by commenting 
natural selection as the force which “brings order out of mutation’s chaos despite itself”. Without 
mutations (which create new alleles) and variation there would be nothing to select against and no 
evolution would occur. If there was no crossing-over, each advantageous gene could be threatened by a 
disadvantageous gene linked to it [27]. Sexual reproduction also has the advantage of allowing for a 
bunching together of many deleterious alleles and let them disappear in a single genetic death [19]. 
 
The character of the reassortment of the genetic material may be very different between different 
taxonomic groups depending on the assortment of fitness features on a gene level. If mechanisms of 
reproduction are not taken into account, it becomes impossible to understand anything about a mutation 
in the context of biodiversity. 
 
Furthermore it is to be noted that a sexually reproducing organism does not accumulate “bad” mutations to 
the point of break down (some organisms have more than two mating types…). The reason for this is that 
the selection pressure against the least fit is so high that any such individuals will be eliminated and thus 
not contribute to the gene pool of future generations: The majority of mutations result in alleles of lower 
fitness value but still do not have, unless the population is very small (which most probably is due to other 
factors than radiation in the outer environment), a chance to break down the species – a small population 
may actually benefit more from new mutations thanks to the founder effect. 
 
Sometimes relatively rapid evolution has been observed, both in longer time frames as studied by fossil 
records, and in the very short perspective like over 3-4 generations. The corresponding mechanisms are 
presumably entirely different. It is likely that a number of selection mechanisms operate for adaptations 
in the longer time frames. These mechanisms may even act on the ability to evolve in itself (Simpson 
pointed this out in 1953 [10] and many subsequent authors have treated this topic in detail) and thereby 
affect mutation rate and strategy for reproduction. This form of adaptation is consistent with the idea that 
there is an optimal rate of genetic events per unit time and which provides for the best fitness. In the short 
time perspective, evolution may simply mean that low frequency alleles already present in the population 
under stressful conditions, are selected “for” (by not being eliminated), either by themselves or in combi-
nations with other alleles, that thanks to chromosomal reassortment, then may appear with an increased 
fitness value. Such a process may represent part of an adaptation strategy that natural selection has favo-
red. Metal tolerance in vascular plants is just one area where such rapid genetics dynamics was under-
stood more than three decades ago (see works by Antonovics [28], Bradshaw [29], Ernst [30] and others). 

                                                           
6 Whether a mutation can be neutral or not is a topic that has been discussed over the years (for an introduction, see 
   the works by M. Kimura). 
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5. The Biological Species 
 
The way we use the word "species" is often, for several reasons, in a relative sense (e.g. varieties or 
subspecies) or in some other way as a vaguely defined concept. One classical and often used definition 
says that if A and B cannot produce fertile offspring A and B belong to different species. Most species, 
however, don't jump from one scientific name to the next a specific year.  
 
A species is characterized by its genetic variation that is best described statistically in terms of frequency 
distributions of alleles. The individual is thus only a transient carrier of a small part of the total gene pool. 
It is the sum of all these combined alleles in different individuals which determines whether the species 
will survive or not, if the environmental conditions or other selection pressures should change. One point 
with the gene pool is that it is genes working in concert rather than as independent units that are subject to 
natural selection pressure. These ideas were further developed by Dobzhansky, Mayr and other scientists 
more than 50 years ago. A discussion of various isolation mechanisms can be found in textbooks dealing 
with evolution and speciation [3, 9, 11, 13, 31]. 
 
A “species” often is undefined in time and space. It is in this context that radioprotection of the 
environment must be interpreted - it is not enough just to note that there are different chromosomal 
numbers in different organisms or that some reproduce sexually and others not. This kind of information 
remains quite useless until analytical steps relating to potential impact pursue. A mutant allele in the germ 
line can only be discussed in terms of potential effects (quantification!). For a sexually reproducing 
organism, knowledge about the number of chromosomes and the distribution of alleles among the 
chromosomes, number of offspring, population size, longevity and other factors are of relevance. An 
endpoint that is about individual premature or reproductive deaths in a large population is quite 
unimportant as it has little if any effect on biodiversity. The weakened individual may even provide food 
for predators and thereby indirectly save its closest (unmutated) relative from being eaten. For a small 
population, in particular, the loss of an individual in reproductive sense may be important as rare 
beneficial alleles may disappear with its death. 

 
6. The Typological Species (Organisms Treated as Defined “Types”) 
 
The reference organism as it has been called has a defined size, shape, lifespan, physiology, composition, 
defined number of offspring and so on. Such an organism is synonymous with the typological species. 
Mayr warns [3]: “The ultimate conclusions of the population thinker and the typologist are precisely the 
opposite.”  The confusion that the typological interpretation of a species causes relates to: mode of 
reproduction, relation between individuals and the rest of the population as well as many other features. A 
summary of some contradictory differences between the typological species and a real, population 
oriented species, is given in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1: Some fundamental differences between a typological species and a real biological species. 
 

Reference organism = typological species Population oriented (real species) 
Class of defined object Species 

Static “genetics” Dynamic gene pool 
No gradients & transients Continuous changes 

Ideal – “typical individual” Highly variable population 
Somatic emphasis Generation shifts 

Bean bag genetics (see the text below) 
Focus on single genes 

Alleles tested in different genetic 
and environmental contexts 

Frozen in time Sustainable (evolving) 
Egocentric (“me”) Ecocentric (everyone) 

Mechanistic - physical Darwinism 
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7. Beanbag Genetics 
 
In the first decades of the 20th century, following the rediscovery of Mendel’s laws, it was assumed that 
genes were like colored beans which you draw from a bag. Some genes were beneficial, others 
deleterious, and they were either dominant or recessive. Mayr [3] names this naive view “beanbag 
genetics” and explains that genes do not only act (with certain aspects of the phenotype) but also interact. 
The context of genetic environment had been pointed out by Dobzhansky already in 1937. Hence it has 
subsequently been understood that a gene which is beneficial in one environmental or genetic context 
may be deleterious in another. As mentioned above ICRP, with its latest recommendations [8], and 
truncation after 2-10 generations leaves little or no room for population dynamics. This alone is enough to 
make any harmonization of radioprotection for humans with that of biodiversity of non-humans 
impossible. 
 
The mere tolerance of all the different alleles in a plant or animal population is an indication that many 
mutant forms of genes can only be slightly deleterious if at all. Otherwise those alleles would rapidly be 
selected against and eliminated. In a comment on the large variety of alleles in most species, including 
alleles we may interpret as being of inferior fitness value, Mayr [4], relating to Mendelian genetics and 
the gene as the single unit of selection, made the following remarks: 
“…it is evident that there must be some basic flaws of the classical theory. What are they? 
The classical theory neglected two important factors: 

(1) The target of selection is always an entire individual, that is, an entire interacting system of 
genes. Since the selective value of a gene varies with its genetic milieu, a far greater store of 
genetic variability will be tolerated in the gene pool than the classical theory allowed for. 
(2) The environment is variable in space and time, not uniform as was tacitly assumed in the 
classical theory. Consequently there is no “best” genotype. Under certain conditions one genotype 
is better, under others another. The temporary fitness values of genes are relative and therefore 
changeable.” 

 
8. What is Biodiversity? 
 
The word “biodiversity” may refer to genetic diversity within the same species. This in turn can be 
discussed in terms of the variety and number of genes as well as the diversity in terms of the distribution 
of different alleles among these same genes. Biodiversity may also refer to species diversity or diversity 
on a higher taxonomic level (like genera, families or orders7) – the different species on Earth. Presently 
several million species of the five major Kingdoms [32] have been described. We may also refer to 
diversity of habitats or ecosystems. As diversity is discussed in this paper it is mainly confined to genetic 
and species diversity. 
 
There is a strong association between genetic diversity and fitness which both in turn are dependent on 
the occurrence of new alleles and various rearrangements within the genome. The opposite of genetic 
diversity and fitness can be understood by consideration of the dangers with inbreeding [33]. 
 
As a definition the preservation of species diversity can be interpreted as being synonymous with 
avoiding the loss of any single species (conservation). Therefore the discussion can in many ways be 
simplified by a direct focus on parts of the species diversity. Then the considerations can be made of 
aspects such as “buffering capacity” of a complex ecosystem if parts of it are lost. Are there for example 
any key species functions the loss of which would cause the whole system to collapse? 
 
Furthermore, it should be recognized that loss of genetic material within or among species (loss of bio-
diversity) is about hereditary material not being transferred to the next generation. Any of the umbrella 
endpoints (mortality, morbidity, reproduction and cytogenetic damage) may reflect loss of hereditary 
material. If the size of the population is large, an endpoint like mortality may mainly mean that the close 
relative of that same species gets a little more space and food. It is only when a new allele with changed 
fitness is transferred, and its carrier dies before reproductive age, that there is room for a discussion about 
                                                           
7 Note that all taxonomic levels above “species” are human constructs without any clear definitions. 
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loss of diversity. If such an allele is strongly deleterious, the individual will meet reproductive death 
either at the level of conception or lost at the fetal stage. Alternatively the deleterious effect (lowered 
fitness) could mean lowered reproductive capacity (as a carrier of the hereditary material) in some sense. 
 
Any data reflecting the four umbrella endpoints must be interpreted in the context of what may happen 
with the hereditary material on the level of biodiversity. The umbrella endpoints do not harmonize with 
evolutionary theory as their organization does not reflect the major question relating to biodiversity: 
whether a change has occurred in the hereditary material (germ line) or not. Accordingly a corresponding 
reorganization of the endpoints is desirable [34]. 
 
9. Discussion 
 
Biodiversity is a new endpoint to the world of radioprotection and is reasonably about avoiding the loss 
of genetic variation within one or several species and as its extreme avoiding the loss of these species. 
Therefore the focus of radioprotection of the environment must be on populations rather than on 
individuals. It has this far been an implicit understanding by several workers (see for instance [35], [36]) 
that effects on the level of population or biodiversity can be understood by measuring various endpoints 
relating to radioactivity or point mutations in individuals. This is impossible however as that would 
require full knowledge about the statistical whereabouts of every biological entity from “atoms and up”. 
Add to this that typological interpretation of species (there is no typical individual and the reference 
organism has no genetic properties) and the problem that is caused by the organization of the umbrella 
endpoints [34]. 
 
The impact of ionizing radiation on populations and individuals may be totally different: A certain dose 
may theoretically eliminate individuals while at the same time inducing advantageous mutations for the 
population. A species carries a genetic load which reflects a tuned equilibrium level balancing new 
mutations with those mutations which are lost. This load often allows for rapid and statistically driven 
shifts of allele frequencies of the gene pool, should the selection pressures change. Therefore, the load 
may actually bear a beneficial potential – an aspect that may be particularly relevant for small populations 
with limited gene pools and therefore are at risk for inbreeding. There is no way to predict what the 
optimal mutation rate for fitness and adaptive potential lies as the basis for the selection mechanisms is 
variation and waste of individuals. Whether we radioprotect biodiversity in such a situation and with  
some specific mutation rate can therefore not be predicted or even understood – in particular as the 
mechanisms including rates of genome expansion (by polyploidization, gene duplication or insertion) and 
removal of defect or “junk DNA” have not been clarified enough (for some orientation.of the subject, see 
[37-39]). 
 
The highest endpoint scores in experiments involving radiation exposure of sexually reproducing 
individuals may turn out to be the least damaging on a population level. Whether this is true or not 
depends on factors such as dose, dose-rate, number of offspring, population size, ploidity, elimination rate 
of mutational load, longevity and other factors. This means that the effects relating to the quality factors 
(low vs. high LET radiation) may become reversed8 at the level of populations and biodiversity (RBE for 
high LET radiation <1). 
 
The present lack of clarity9 in radioprotection of biodiversity has been caused not only by the failure of 
recognizing the mechanisms of genetics to the extent we know them now but also a failure to clearly 
explain concepts such as species, population, the role of various modes of reproduction as well as effects 
on reproduction. In addition, taxonomic and other categories of non-humans have been treated in a non-
stringent manner. It is disturbing to see “grasses, herbs, monocots and dicots” or “lichens and 
bryophytes” on the same line of a presentation at an international meeting. Such examples indicate a 
disrespect for the underlying science and undermines the credibility of other messages of the context. 
                                                           

8 Mutation data for individuals may thus totally mislead the interpreter as the individual and the population (total  
   gene pool) represent different endpoints:. Observe that selection against the least fit individuals is beneficial for 
   the population. 
9 Radioprotect what (a reference organism is not resonant with a real species) against what (relating to non-tissue 
   effects) based on what (reasoning)? 
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Questions relating to the topics of taxonomy, evolutionary biology, or gene distributions on a population 
level, have either received a sleepy response or no response at all at public meetings. 
 
One such subtopic is about the choice of reference organisms – why certain taxonomic groups are 
discussed and others not. Some arguments are easy to understand like “even a politican knows what a 
duck is” or “we already have plenty of data on rats”. The bee, with its unusual reproductive strategy (the 
drones are haploid!), as a reference organism is stranger – why even discuss a specific group of insects 
when there probably are millions of insect species? With the typological thinking (“average type”) it 
would be more relevant to just model some geometry and ascribe to it some chemical composition based 
on a mixture of a few hundred “arbitrarily” chosen insect specimens. It is only absorption qualities that 
can be used anyway – no one can predict the number of some particular butterfly species in a specified 
geographical area at a given time. Central in the discussion of potential impact of mutations is the mode 
of reproduction – the related philosophy needs to be explained. As it seems now the preliminary 
candidate reference organisms follow anthropocentric thinking of Nature rather than a philosophy that 
would take the Nature’s perspective. 
 
The decision maker or the general public may ask about the expected impact of radiation exposure and 
mutations on the level of biodiversity. If such questions are to be answered, evolutionary biology must be 
recognized. Because of its interdisciplinary character few people can claim to be experts on evolution but 
as a minimum effort we can try to summarize what seems to be most relevant for the ambitions relating to 
radioprotection of the environment. The alternative is to ignore the mechanisms of genetics on a 
population level. Most likely this attitude would in the long run result in dead ends, unnecessary 
controversies due to the lack of a solid conceptual framework and in addition little could be 
communicated as a meaningful dialog would become impossible. Furthermore, without clarity regarding 
the relevance of reference organisms in the population oriented aspects of radioprotection, the ambitions 
could become very costly without any reasonable benefit to any species including humans [40]. 
 
Therefore a corresponding scientifically sound approach must be established and communicated among 
those involved including professionals who may not have biology as a dominant part of their academic 
background. The purpose of this paper has been to introduce some aspects of biology which are 
fundamental to the interpretation of data relating to changes on the level of DNA and chromosomes and 
which in turn may reflect possible radiological effects on biodiversity. The core information referred to in 
this paper is from the major architects of evolutionary biology during the past century. A suggestion is 
that those actively involved in the radioprotection of the environment and in particular topics related to 
potential threats to non-human species read some of the major contributions by these authors while 
thinking “how does this fit into the world of radioprotection?”. 
 
As will be seen evolutionary theory also provides a structured framework and a rational approach to the 
contextual meaning of terms such as species, and biodiversity. Evolutionary theory may furthermore 
deepen the understanding of philosophical issues which relate to Nature’s brutal waste of its offspring and 
the possible contradiction in protecting individuals and populations against mutations which, depending 
on genetic and environmental dynamics, even may be beneficial. The framework provided here can 
certainly be further developed, clarified or if necessary corrected so that a solid philosophical and 
scientific basis can be built which in turn would facilitate the understanding of what is possible within the 
frame of radioprotection of biodiversity -due to the mechanisms of variation and selection it may not even 
be possible to radioprotect biodiversity from harmful effects of radiation regardless of our ambitions: the 
reference organisms may only be used for considerations relating to “deterministic” (tissue) effects on 
individuals following exposure to ionizing radiation. 
 
One approach to obtain insight into elimination rates of mutations could be to take advantage of specific 
but different mutations in microsatellite DNA or other categories of mutational load of different 
individuals in a species such as Drosophila sp. and then cross these for a follow up in future generations 
[41]. This could then be discussed in the light of the experiments where Drosophila had been irradiated 
with a total dose of 60 Gy over the first three generations (10 Gy per generation given to both the males 
and the females) and then followed for more than 50 generations [42]. As far as the author can 
understand, no deleterious effects were found on the population level in this experimental (genetically 
closed) system. 
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The ideas and conclusions expressed here are solely those of the author. A major hope is that this work 
will vitalize a topic that has the negative potential of, while resulting in waste of scarce resources, 
producing little insight and no meaningful radioprotection of biodiversity. 
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